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Abstract:
Actuation systems for few cubic millimeter sized mobile autonomous robots are subject to severe constraints in
terms of e.g. size, fabrication or power consumption. Also the onboard electronics has limited performance due
to both size and power restrictions, so actuation voltages, currents and frequency should be minimized.
Various principles of electrical to mechanical energy conversion will be presented (piezoelectric, polymer,
electrostatic) and their performances compared considering the above mentioned constraints. For propulsion, a
further mechanical to mechanical conversion is necessary to allow long strokes. We will compare four principles
for this conversion: inertial drives, walking, inch-worm and propulsion based on asymmetrical friction forces.
Solutions where the energy is not onboard but rather scavenged in the environment are also reviewed. These
solutions try to circumvent the energy limitations but present some inconveniences, especially when several
micro-robots have to be simultaneously steered and/or propelled.
Keywords: micro-robotics, micro-actuators, propulsion, low power, energy, MEMS
Introduction
This review doesn’t pretend to cover all actuating
principles possibly applicable to cubic millimeter
sized mobile robots, but rather to propose an
overview of the issues and problems that arise with
miniaturization. A common way to address this topic
is to compare actuators in terms of energy density
through a scaling law analysis [1]. Such approach,
although necessary in a first step, unfortunately does
not address technological issues such as fabrication,
packaging or complexity of the drivers, issues that
are the dominant parameters to select an actuating
principle. T. Ebefors and G. Stemme also present an
interesting review on micro-robotics actuation and
fabrication [2]. In the present paper, the authors
address miniaturization issues more from a practical
point of view taking into account the constraints
imposed by mobile autonomous micro-robotics and
based on their experience acquired in several
projects such as MINIMAN, MiCRoN or ISWARM [3-5].
Although very exciting works are nowadays
addressing swimming or flying micro-robots, we
limit this review to propulsion systems for
locomotion purposes on smooth, horizontal surfaces.
This review will not address either the fascinating
bottom up approach where the robots are built out of
biological components such a bacteria or even
muscles [6].
First we give a short overview of solutions proposed
to circumvent the main challenges of miniaturization
by external propulsion and steering of the robots.
Then we describe the basic components present in
all autonomous micro-robots.

Two energy transformations characterize the
actuators:
the
electrical
to
mechanical
transformation and the mechanical to mechanical
transformation that will generally amplify the
actuator strain. Piezoelectric, polymer and
electrostatic actuators are the most used principles
for the electrical to mechanical transformation. The
mechanical to mechanical transformation is often
obtained with inertial drives, walking mechanisms,
inch-worm or actuators with asymmetrical friction
forces. They are explained and illustrated with a few
examples.
Remote propulsion and steering
Solutions where the energy is not onboard but rather
scavenged in the environment have been proposed
in literature. These solutions try to circumvent the
onboard energy limitations but present some
inconveniences, especially when several microrobots have to be propelled and steered
simultaneously and independently.
Yasuda et al. proposed to supply the power to the
robots through a mechanical vibration of the
working floor [7]. The robots, whose legs vibrate at
different resonance frequencies, are individually
steered by selecting the appropriate frequency. The
authors claim velocities up to 2 mm/s for 3 degrees
of freedom micro-robots. The robots, 1.5 x 0.7 mm2,
are micro fabricated in polysilicon and polyimide.
Although the principle is attractive, the possibility to
accurately steer several robots on the same floor are
very limited.
Martel et al. [8] have demonstrated that it is possible
to propel and steer a micro-device in a human blood
circulatory system using the strong magnetic field of
a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) instrument.

Similarly, Nelson et al. [9] are investigating the limit
and potential of such system for drug delivery, cell
separation or protein manipulation. Both papers
show the great potential of such approach, but also
emphasis on the challenges. When scaling down,
extremely high magnetic field gradients are
necessary and the micro-fabrication of good quality
hard magnetic materials is still a problem.
Donald et al. [10] proposed to deliver the power to
the robots via capacitive coupling and suggested a
fabrication process allowing for batch fabrication.
Several robots actuated by scratch drives type
actuators (SDA) can be powered at a velocity up to
1.5 mm/s. Future works propose to achieve
independent steerable locomotion.
To conclude this brief overview we can mention the
photostrictive ferroics materials where a strain is
induced by illumination. Various systems have been
proposed based on this principle, one of them
consisting on two photostrictive bimorphs
(5x20x0.35 mm3) [11].
Among these solutions the powering through
electromagnetic and electrostatic fields offers a
major potential and so far the only realistic way to
miniaturize the robots below the cubic millimeter
size. However, for micro-robots of a few mm3, real
autonomous operation becomes feasible and will be
discussed in the rest of this review.
Micro-robot structure
Surprisingly, in literature only a few papers address
all the aspects of autonomous micro-robots. Apart
from a few exceptions [4, 12] publications
concentrate mainly on the sensors and the actuators,
and in general the fabrication issues are well
addressed but often the proposed solutions are not
applicable in really autonomous micro-robots due to
lack of adequate electrical signals (low voltage and
current, digital signal, …). Hence, we briefly
describe the structure of a micro-robot and its
inherent limitations in terms of powering and
onboard electronics.
All autonomous micro-robots are composed of 4
main modules:
Energy module:
The energy is probably the most challenging
problem of micro-robotics in general. It can be
scavenged from the environment e.g. by
electromagnetic coupling [4, 13] micro-vibration or
photo voltaic modules. In the millimeter size, only
the last solution can be considered [12]. An
interesting technology is the thin-film amorphous
silicon (a-Si:H) [14] that offers a high efficiency
(25%) for indoor applications. Under a good
illumination (cold illumination spectrum), a microrobot with an active surface of 10 mm2 can scavenge
up to 1 mW [15]. A voltage of a few tens of volts is

feasible by connecting several segments in series
[12].
More
segments
mean
also
more
interconnections hence a reduction of the active
surface. A realistic compromise seems to be in the
range of 10 to 20V.
The energy must also be stored on board. Cymbet
corporation [16] have demonstrated thin film Libatteries technologies with up to 8 μAh/mm2
(typical thickness 5 to 20 μm) resulting into an
autonomy of a few minutes for a power
consumption of 0.5 mW. However, it is still unclear
if a Li-battery can be downsized as much as a few
square millimeters.
It is important to note that a complex system such as
an autonomous robot requires various voltages that
make the power management relatively complex.
Due to technology constraints, compromises that are
not necessarily optimal in terms of efficiency have
to be accepted.
Communication module:
If the robots have to accomplish some real tasks, it is
compulsory to equip them with a communication
system. Due to the small size of the robots, and
therefore of the antenna (a few millimeters), radio
frequency in the GHz range is not applicable.
In the Smart Dust project [17], infrared (IR)
communication with reflective corner cube mirrors
is proposed. In addition to IR, I-SWARM partners
have demonstrated that inductive coupling
communication is feasible. In both cases, the
communication range is very short (a few
millimeters) due to the very limited on-board
energy.
Onboard electronic module:
The onboard electronics is the heart of the robot. It
includes the peripherics (inputs for the sensors and
drivers for the actuators, …) and possibly some
computing power. Nowadays, it is possible to
integrate in a very small area (typically 4 mm2) a
complete micro-processor with its peripheries.
However, the main problem remains, i.e. the energy
consumption. As the size shrinks, the leakage
currents become predominant. In order to minimize
the power consumption the operating voltage must
be as low as possible (e.g. 1.2 V) and peripherics
such as digital to analog converter should be
avoided. In I-SWARM [5] robots the onboard
electronics is expected to consume a power in the
range of 500 μW.
Sensors and actuators module:
Sensors and actuators must be selected and designed
considering the constraints described above. In
summary:
Power:
a few tens of μW;
Voltage:
a few tens of volts;
Driving signals: ideally purely digital

With these values in mind we are now going to the
present a few solutions applicable for onboard
actuators and more specifically for the propulsion of
the micro-robots.
Electrical to mechanical energy conversion
Although many possibilities exist to convert
electrical energy into mechanical energy, this review
addresses only the main three principles that are the
most suitable for miniaturization through microfabrication techniques, namely: piezoelectric,
polymer, and electrostatic actuators.
Piezoelectric actuators
Piezoelectric actuators are materials with a specific
crystal structure that develop an electric charge
when subjected to mechanical stress (direct effect)
and that develop a mechanical strain when subjected
to an electrical field (converse effect) [18]. The most
used group of materials for piezoelectric actuators is
PZT (Pb(ZrxTi1-x)O3). Within this group a difference
can be made between hard PZT (typically good
mechanical quality factor) and soft PZT (typically
larger strains). Depending on the orientation of the
polarization field P and the actuation field E and the
exploited displacement three different actuation
modes of the actuators can be distinguished: axial,
transversal and shear mode (Fig. 1). In the case of
axial and transversal mode, the actuation field is
applied parallel (either in the same sense or in the
opposite sense) to the polarization field, resulting
into an axial deformation (δt) and a transversal
deformation (δl). When the actuation field is applied
perpendicular to the polarization field, a shear strain
(δs) is induced. Table 1 gives an overview of the
formula for free strain, blocking force and
capacitance of piezoelectric actuators for the
different actuation modes. Typical values for
coupling coefficients in the case of PZT are
d31=-150…-350×10d33=300…800×10-12m/V,
-12
12
m/V, d15=400…900×10 m/V. Typical values for
the elastic constants are s33=12…23×10-12m2/V,
s11=11…17×10-12m2/V and s55=38…48×10-12m2/V.
Relative permittivity constants are in the range of
ε33=1500…5500 and ε11=1400…4500. Piezoelectric
actuators feature a relatively low strain for high
driving voltages, but a relatively high blocking force
and bandwidth. The resulting energy density is
rather high and the mechanical strain can be
increased by a mechanical amplification. The most
commonly used amplification mechanisms are multi
layer actuators and bending actuators [18]. In terms
of electrical behavior a piezoelectric actuator can be
approximated by a capacitance when actuated
sufficiently below its first resonance frequency.
Hence, the power consumption of a piezoelectric
actuator is given by P = ½ fCV2, in which f is the
actuation frequency. More efficient operation and

higher mechanical strains can be obtained when
working in resonance mode.
Piezoelectric actuators are commonly used for
locomotion and actuation of mobile micro robots of
a size between 1 dm3 and 1 cm3. They are integrated
on the robot in the shape of multi layer stack
actuators [19], single or multi layer 1 DOF bending
actuators [20, 21], single or multi layer 2 DOF
bending actuators [22, 23] and monolithic bulk
actuators with electrode structuring [24]. However,
all these designs and the used fabrication techniques
are difficult to scale down for robots smaller than
1 cm3. On the other hand several high resolution
micro fabrication techniques for thick and thin film
printing of piezoelectric layers exist [25], but no
piezoelectric micro robot of a size of some mm3 has
been reported yet.
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Fig. 1: Actuation modes of piezoelectric actuators.
Table 1: Free strain, blocking force and
capacitance for the 3 piezoelectric actuation modes.
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Polymer actuators
There are several electroactive polymers (EAP)
considered for microsystems and micro-robotics.
One reason for this is that polymers are more easily
processed and miniaturized than the aforementioned
piezoelectric actuators.
Both dry and wet EAP’s have been evaluated in
micro-robotics type of applications and their
respective advantages and disadvantages have been
demonstrated, e.g. [26-29]. The main dry polymer
EAP’s are the PVDF-based (poly-vinylidene
fluoride) ferroelectric materials and the dielectric
elastomers, while the most investigated wet
polymers are the Ionic Polymer Metal Composites
(IPMC) and the conducting polymers. In Table 2
four selected EAP materials are presented with
typical data at ideal conditions.
Several modifications of ferroelectric polymers
based on the PVDF and especially of its copolymer

with trifluoroethylene, P(VDF-TrFE) have been
explored during the last decade. Basically, the
copolymer generates piezoelectric strains when
subjected to an electrical field, but much more
promising performance has been obtained when
structural defects are created by high energy
irradiation or chemically by introduction of a third
monomer
into
the
copolymer.
Thereby,
electrostrictive behavior with high stresses and
strains has been demonstrated. The terpolymer
P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) where CFE is chlorofluoroethylene, has so far demonstrated the best
properties [30]. A coupling coefficient of 0.55 has
been measured at high electrical fields, indicating
that a high efficiency could be possible. The
Young’s modulus is about 1 GPa and maximum
strain and stress are 4 % and 50 MPa respectively.
The ferroelectric EAP’s can be fabricated with
several techniques and by spin-casting the actuators
can be made as a multilayer (with intermediate
electrodes) to reduce the drive voltages to levels
suitable for autonomous robot applications [31]. A
design example of a locomotion module based on a
flexible printed circuit board carrier with 8 P(VDFTrFE) actuated legs is shown in Fig. 2. While the
electrostrictive materials operate well into the
ultrasonic region, the piezoelectric copolymer
P(VDF-TrFE) can be used in the ten MHz region
[32].
The use of elastomers as miniaturised actuators was
first investigated by Pelrine et. al. [33]. The actuator
consists of an elastomer film with electrodes coated
on each side. When a voltage difference is applied
between the electrodes, charges will accumulate in
the electrodes whereby electrostatic attraction results
in a longitudinal compressive stress that reduces the
thickness of the film. The low Young’s modulus of
these materials makes it extremely important to use
thin and compliant electrodes as e.g. grease and
powders. With a pretension of the film it is possible
to achieve more than 100% strain. The stresses will
be relatively low due to the low Young’s modulus.
Repulsive charges in the compliant electrodes will
also cause substantial transverse strain components
(doubles the effect). The most critical issue
regarding the elastomer actuator is the possibility to
reduce the voltage since the electric field has to be
in the 100 V/µm range to reach the exceptional
performance. One solution would be an increase of
the permittivity and another to make thin layers with
intermediate electrodes. Both these routes involve
great challenges.
The mechanisms for the dimensional change in
conductive polymers are believed to be mainly
related to swelling of the polymer during doping or
undoping. Conformational changes of the backbone
may also play a role. The polymer is normally in

contact with an electrolyte and there will be an ion
transport in or out of the conducting polymer. The
voltage necessary for this ion transport is low,
typically in the order of few volts, which is one of
the great advantages of these types of actuators. The
shape change of the conducting polymers is
typically a few % which is sufficient in many
applications. The closed network of the conducting
polymers results in a high mechanical strength and
actuation stresses of up to 35 MPa have been
reported [34]. The dense network in combination
with the necessity to move larger dopant ions make
the response time slow. A typical cycle time for a
1 µm thin film is about 1 s. Some examples of
polymers that have been studied are: polyaniline,
polyacetylene and polypyrrole.
The polymer actuators based on thermal expansion
and phase-transformations, even though not
electroactive, should also be included in a
comparison of actuators for these types of
microsystems, Table 2. Large deflections can be
achieved with external or internal leverage and
devices based on Si V-grooves filled with polyimide
[35] have demonstrated to yield both large
deflections and high forces. Dynamic measurements
resulted in bending angles >5º for temperature
differences of some hundred K and the cut-off
frequency was in the range 1-10 Hz. The polyimide
used is patterned lithographically, i.e. prepared for
batch fabrication, and has good properties for this
actuator application. The coefficient of thermal
expansion is approximately 50 ppm/K, the Young’s
modulus about 2-3 GPa and the material can
withstand temperatures well above 400 ºC giving
maximum strains and stresses of about 2% and 40
MPa. Polyimides in general have good mechanical
properties with yield stresses above 100 MPa. The
disadvantage with thermal expansion is that the
efficiency can never be better than about 1‰ but on
the other hand in many cases it is rather the power
consumption that is the important parameter since
the robots typically do not perform any work.

Fig. 2: Left: Miniature robot based on two flexible
printed circuits with 8 PVDF actuated legs, Uppsala
University (UU). Right: A silicon microrobot based
on thermally actuated polyimide V-grooves
(courtesy of T. Ebefors and J. U. Mattson, Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm).

Table 2: Performance of some interesting polymer
materials for microsystems and microrobotics.
Polymer act.
materials
Strain max. (no
creep) [%]
Stress max.*
[MPa]
Energy density
max. [J/kg]
Strain rate max
[%/s]
Cycle life
Efficiency max
Temp. range (-40
…+70 °C)
Drive voltage
[V]
Tech. maturity,
miniature scale

Dielectric
elastomer

Conduct.
polymers

Ferroel.
polymers

Polyimide

>100

~2

~4

~4

~1

~5

>20

~40

~1.000

>100

~1.000

>100

>10.000

~10

>10.000

~100

~106

~106

--

>108

medium

low

medium

low

full range

limited

limited

full range

kV

few volts

kV

few volts

medium

low

low

high

thermal

Electrostatic actuator
In accordance to the principle of virtual work, the
force between two conductive plates with a potential
difference V is given by the derivation of the energy
U=½CV2 in X and Z directions:
∂U 1
w
= ε 0ε r V 2
∂x 2
d
1
xw
∂U ∂U
= − ε 0ε r 2 V 2
Fz =
=
2
∂d
d
∂z
with usually εr=1 for air or vacuum environment.

frequencies ranging from a few hundreds of Hz to
several tens of kHz. Power consumption is typically
very low as the involved capacitances are very low
as well (max. some tens pF). On the other hand, the
energy density is also relatively low compared to
piezoelectric and polymer actuators: actuation forces
are small and for large displacements high actuation
voltages are required. However, one of the major
advantages of comb-drive electrostatic actuators is
their aptitude to miniaturization thanks to wellmastered high-aspect ratio fabrication technologies
such as Deep Reactive Ion Etching [37]. It is the
latter advantage that makes from electrostatic
actuators the most commonly used MEMS actuator
for in-plane displacements.
Fig. 4 shows a locomotion module based on the
friction drive concept [38], consisting of two
vibrating masses that are actuated by comb drive
actuators fabricated in SOI by DRIE at EPFL.
Obtained performances are an amplitude of 32 μmp2p
at resonance frequency (419.2 Hz, quality factor
Q=508) for an actuation voltage of 16 Vp2p.
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Fig. 3: Perpendicular (Fz) and lateral force (Fx) on
an electrostatic actuator.
Usually, electrostatic actuators are designed to
exploit either the perpendicular force Fz (Fig. 3b)
either the lateral force Fx (Fig. 3c). In order to
increase the actuation force a large number of the
elementary actuators depicted in Fig. 3 are put in
parallel resulting into interdigitated comb structures.
The most commonly used design is a comb structure
of equally-spaced fingers resulting into a purely
lateral force [36]. This design has the advantage of a
linear behavior in the actuation direction (X), the
possibility of large displacements (up to 150 μm)
and a very good mechanical quality factor due to
low internal damping of actuator material (usually
Si) and the lack of squeeze film air damping. Combdrive electrostatic actuators can have resonance

Fig. 4: Locomotion module (2×2 mm2) with two
electrostatic actuated vibrating masses and SEM
close-up on comb drive fingers (gap=11 µm).
Electrostatic actuators are not only used as
displacement actuators but also as clamping
actuators. The actuator then corresponds to the
configuration depicted in Fig. 3b, with typically
between the two plates a dielectric with a high
relative
permittivity.
MEMS
fabrication
technologies allow for very small (submicron)
thicknesses of this dielectric layer, resulting into
increased clamping forces.
An electrostatic inchworm motor with electrostatic
clamping force has been reported in [39]. The
electrostatic clamping force is also used in the
Scratch Drive Actuator in order to produce an
electrostatic stepping motor [10].
Mechanical to mechanical energy conversion
Locomotion principles for micro-robots are based on
some kind of stepping mechanism that allows for
large motion ranges with small actuator amplitudes.
The different stepping principles for these drives are
summarized in Fig. 5.
Inertial drive
The inertial drive principle is based on the strongly
asymmetric vibration of contact feet (stick-slip) or

an inertial mass (impact drive) (Fig. 5). Both
systems allow very high resolution but suffer from
the fact that they need a driver with high
performance in terms voltage slew rate which is not
well adapted for miniaturization (< 1cm3).
Inertial drive (stick-slip)
M1<M2

Walking principle
t

M2

passive

M1

Asymmetrical friction forces

Inch worm principle

Fc1

active

Fc1

Fig. 5: Working principle of inertial drive (stickslip), walking, inch worm, and asymmetrical friction
forces locomotion principles.
Driesen et al. [38] propose a locomotion concept
based on the superposition of a variation of the
contact force between robot and work floor and a
horizontal vibration generating a periodic slip at the
interface between robot and work floor. This
concept is very attractive for miniaturization as
resonance mode operation is possible and moreover
permitting various configurations where the energy
can also be transmitted through a vibrating floor.
Walking principles
The walking mechanism is often based on legs that
create motion similar to the walking of biological
species. The most important difference from e.g.
stick-slip mechanisms is that it is possible to get
good control also during the “step-over”, i.e. when
one step is finished and the next is initiated. This is
typically accomplished by using an overlap of the
motion patterns of the different legs. It is hence
feasible to get a continuous motion with almost
constant velocity. A quasi static stepping motion is
accomplished with legs that have only one degree of
freedom as described in Fig. 6.
a)

b)

microrobot as the one developed in the EU-project
MINIMAN, Fig. 7, [3] will be particularly sensitive
since there are no external normal forces and the
inertial force is very low. To avoid the bouncing in
the vertical direction, which decreases motion
control, the legs should have a low stiffness and one
design solution is to have the legs in parallel with
the surface to walk on, Fig. 18. This design was
evaluated in the EU-project MiCRoN, [4] and
preliminary results indicated that the leg bouncing is
avoided in this case. The same leg design was used
for rotation of the manipulator arm of the MiCRoN
robot [20].
The walking actuators presented here have been
manufactured with a modified thick-film technique
for piezoceramic multilayer components [41], which
makes it possible to mass-fabricate in analogy with
fabrication of ceramic capacitors. The voltage
limitation in microrobotics is an extremely important
issue and a multilayer thickness adapted for typical
voltage levels of about 50 V (compatible with
standard IC technology) has been used but can
readily be reduced to allow for drive voltages of 1020 V without loss of performance. The difficulty in
scaling down piezoceramic legs for a robot with a
size of a few mm3 can be solved by replacing the
actuator material with multilayer ferroelectric
polymers.
The micro-robot presented in [12] is also a walking
mechanism with two legs powered by electrostatic
actuators. In spite of its complexity, it is remarkable
to note that, to our knowledge, it is the only robot of
this size that has been able to move a few
centimetres in a totally autonomous way.

d)

e

c)

Fig. 6: The principle for quasi-static walking motion
[2] with ciliary actuators.
It has been shown that when the normal force is
reduced the mechanisms using a vertical motion
component, which is necessary in the walking case,
are sensitive to induced vibrations [40]. A walking

Fig. 7: left: Walking microrobot developed in the
MINiMAN project. Right: A thin piezoceramic
carrier with four multilayered piezoceramic legs
(Courtesy of N. Snis, Uppsala University).
Inch worm
The inch worm principle is based on the relative
motion of two clamping units that are alternatively
activated. Aoyama [19] proposes an electromagnetic
clamping while Elenspoek et al. are developing very
innovative inch-worms fully powered by
electrostatics
actuators,
well
adapted
to
miniaturization and batch processes [39].
Compared to the other driving principles, the inch
worm presents a higher driving force (due to
clamping) and a quasi static operation. On the other
hand, it is relatively complex (at least three phases)

and doesn’t allow operation at resonance frequency.
Finally, it is difficult to design an inch worm with
several degrees-of-freedom.
Asymmetrical friction forces
Some locomotion principles rely on a contact
geometry that presents asymmetrical friction forces.
The scratch drives actuators (SDA) are based on this
principle. SDA can easily be batch fabricated by
conventional micro-fabrication processes and offer
interesting performances [10].
Other possibility is to use inclined cantilevers for the
legs (Fig. 5). Exciting the legs at their natural
frequency, they will vibrate and therefore induce a
motion in the direction where the friction force is the
highest. Due to its similarity to the mechanism of the
biological cilia, such principle is known as ciliary
actuator.

5 mm

Fig. 8: A miniature locomotion module with
piezoceramic cantilever legs operating in resonance
(Courtesy of Niklas Snis, Uppsala University).
One of the great advantages with this mechanism is
that very simple actuator elements can be used.
Further it is well compatible with batch-processing
[32] and several actuator materials can be used, e.g.
[27]. However, to have a good controllability of the
system the vibration must be perfectly controlled
and that means high challenges for the mechanical
and controller design. The main issues to be
addressed are:
• achieving a suitable mechanical amplification
(Q-value) – not to small but not too large to
avoid the associated frequency sensitivity
• avoiding interfering resonances in the legs
and/or mechanical structure
• finding the optimum mechanical properties of
the interacting components, e.g. friction and
stiffness
An example of a resonant ciliary type of motion is
given in Fig. 8. The locomotion module is used in
laboratory work at Uppsala University to study
movement patterns when the legs are activated at
various frequencies.
Conclusion
In this paper we addressed the problems related to
the design of actuators for a few cubic millimeter
sized autonomous robots. We have seen that the
micro-robot has to be considered as a whole system
in order to take into account all the constraints

related to the miniaturization. Apart the fabrication
and assembly issue, the limited performances of the
onboard electronics in terms of power, voltages and
computational power have to be taken into account
to design actuators that will perform well in such
small robots.
In spite of the remarkable progress achieved in the
MEMS technologies, it is interesting to note that a
really operating miniature autonomous robot has not
yet been constructed. We believe that the
technologies to achieve such goal exist; however,
the complexity of the micro-robots requires
competences in many fields and such research
projects requires huge investments with not well
defined return on investments. Fortunately, EU
funded projects such as MiCRoN and I-SWARM
are addressing these topics and will make it possible
in a not too far perspective to built micro-robots
which will be really capable to accomplish tasks.
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